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This paper reports on part of a project related to the development of a computer mod
GD&T (Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing) to support tolerance specificat
validation and tolerance analysis. The paper examines the basic elements involv
geometric variation and their interrelations. Logical tolerance classes are define
terms of a target, a datum reference frame, and metric relations. ASME Y14.5 tole
classes are mapped to these logical classes. The development of a data model for
and its application in supporting design specification, validation, and tolerance ana
are discussed.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1572177#
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1 Introduction

The desired requirements for a computer model~data structure!
for GD&T are: ~1! completeness,~2! compatibility, ~3! comput-
ability, and~4! validity. Completeness implies that the model mu
have the ability to support all the information needed to define
tolerance classes, i.e., the ability to store all the tolerance in
mation, including the information about the datum referen
frame ~DRF! and the precedence, etc. Compatibility implies t
ability to be consistent with engineering practice, particularly w
national and international standards, such as the ASME Y1
@1,2# and ISO 1100@3#. Computability implies that the mode
must be understandable to computers without human interac
to enable GD&T reasoning and the tolerance analysis. The m
must capture the semantics of geometric variations so it can
manipulated in order to answer questions of interest. Valid
means that incorrect or illegal GD&T specifications should
detected and resolved. This includes over-, under-, or conflict
dimensioning or tolerancing, or inadequate or improper contr
It would be even more attractive to make the model se
validating, i.e. a model that does not allow incorrect GD&T to
specified in the first place. It is also desirable that the underly
model not only enforce the hard rules specified in the standa
but also advise on good practice rules for practical design, ma
facturing, and inspection experience.

In order to develop a computer model, one must have a c
interpretation of Y14.5. Because the Y14.5 standard has amb
ities, these must first be resolved. Each type of dimensional
geometric variation has different significance in engineering. T
tolerance standards contain a classification of these variations
the purpose of computer modeling, each tolerance class defin
the standard should be interpreted in terms of the controlled e
type, the nature of the geometric/dimensional variation, a da
reference frame if applicable, and metric relations involved. Ho
ever, tolerance classes are not defined in this manner in the
dards. Further, a tolerance specification should not only be t
nically correct, it should also be economically reasonable
should be able to achieve the desired level of control with
increasing the manufacturing and inspection cost over other a
natives. Some seemingly similar tolerance classes have very
ferent consequences. This needs to be clearly understood
building a GD&T advisor to help designers specify tolerances
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2 Literature Review
In an effort to represent GD&T in computer systems, resear

ers have proposed various attribute models, offset models, p
metric, kinematic, and DOF models.

Attribute models: The basic characteristic of attribute models
that a tolerance is directly stored as an attribute of either geom
ric entities or metric relations in CAD systems@4–10#. The com-
mon deficiency of these approaches is that they cannot do va
tion since GD&T semantics is not built into the model structur

Offset models: In this approach, the maximal and minimal ob
ject volumes were obtained by offsetting the object by cor
sponding amounts on either side of the nominal boundary@11,12#.
Offset models can only represent a composite tolerance zone;
cannot distinguish between effects of different tolerance types,
interrelations among tolerance specifications.

Parametric models: Tolerances are modeled as6 variations of
dimensional or shape parameters. Parameter values can be
by a set of simultaneous equations representing the constr
@13–15#. Most commercial CAT systems use this approach. T
parametric equations can be used for point-to-point tolera
analysis rather than zone based analysis.

Kinematic models: Bodies are modeled in terms of links an
joints. A kinematic link is used between a tolerance zone and
datum features@16–18#. Tolerance analysis is based on vect
additions. The first order partial derivative of analyzed dimens
with respect to its component dimensions in terms of a trans
mation matrix was employed for tolerance analysis. Both the pa
metric model and kinematic model can represent all the tolera
classes, but not all the information involved in GD&T can b
stored. Datum systems cannot be validated and the analys
point based rather than zone based.

DOF modelstreat geometric entities~points, lines, planes! as if
they were rigid bodies with degrees of freedom~DOFs! @19–21#.
Geometric relations~angular and linear! are treated as constraint
on DOFs. Y14.5 tolerance classes are characterized by how
DOF of each entity is controlled. Technologically and Topolog
cally Related Surfaces~TTRS! models bear many similarities to
DOF models @22,23#. Later researchers have tried to expre
Y14.5 tolerance classes in terms of TTRS but this is not fu
achieved. Although mathematically elegant, TTRS models are
different to Y14.5 Rule #1, floating zones, effects of bonus a
shift, form tolerance, or datum precedence. DOF models facili
the validation of DRF and tolerance types.

3 Morphology of Geometric Variations

3.1 Basic Elements of GD&T. There are three major ele
ments involved in GD&T: geometric entities, metric relations, a
geometric variations~allowed variation in shape and size!, as

est
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shown in Fig. 1. Geometric entities involved in GD&T includ
vertices, edges, faces, and the symmetry elements of a fac~a
feature of size!. A feature of size could be a cylindrical face,
spherical face, or a slot. Each feature of size has a size dimen
A face can be a planar face, or a free form surface. A free fo
surface is a face other than a planar face or a feature of
Metric ~nominal! relations are used to control the size and t
shape of a part. Metric relations may be linear, orientation, sha
form, or mixed. Linear dimensions include distance/location a
size~radius or diameter, width!. A shape/form relation defines th
intrinsic shape of a geometric entity. A shape/form relation
cludes one or several linear, and orientation metric relations.
orientation relation could be an angle, a perpendicular relation
a parallel relation. A mixed dimension is a combination of bo
linear and angular relation, e.g., concentric relation, coinciden
tangent relation. Metric relations could be unary or binary an
size relation can be unary or binary. A shape relation is alw
unary. Metric relations between geometric entities are often
ferred to as nominal dimensions and shape definitions. Since
not possible to produce entire batches of parts to exact dimens
under normal manufacturing conditions, tolerances are spec
to relax slightly these nominal dimensions/relations by indicat
the limits of acceptable variations. Each tolerance class can r
its corresponding type of metric relation~size, location, orienta-
tion, form!. There are also GDT classes that control multip
variations simultaneously~concentricity, runout!. A profile toler-
ance can belong to any of four types. Tolerances can be spec
to geometric entities independently or with respect to other g
metric entities~datums! depending on unary/binary relation typ

3.2 Metric Relations in GD&T and DOF. The nominal
shape, size, location of every geometric entity must be fixed w
respect to all other geometric entities on a part. The ways in wh
the shape, size, location of a geometric entity can vary will
referred to as Degrees Of Freedom~DOF!. Metric relations con-
strain the DOFs of geometric entities with respect to each ot
Kinematic DOF defines the independent ways in which an
ject’s geometry can change. If one thinks of geometric entities
rigid bodies, the spatial displacements can be resolved into
kinematic DOFs. Those kinematic DOFs are divided into th
translational degree of freedom~TDOF! along the X, Y, Z axis of

Fig. 1 Elements of GD&T
Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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the coordinate system and three rotational degree of free
~RDOF! around the X, Y, Z axes of the coordinate system. B
cause of dimensionality, shape and symmetry of an object, it m
be translationaly invariant in some directions and rotationally
variant in some orientations, i.e. it does not change the shape,
or location when it is displaced in an invariant direction. Thus t
total number of DOF required to locate an object is less than
For example, a point has three TDOFs along the X, Y, Z axes
the coordinate system. A line has two TDOFs along two dir
tions, orthogonal to each other and to the line direction, and
corresponding RDOFs along the same directions as those fo
two TDOFs. A plane has one TDOF along the direction paralle
the plane’s normal, and two RDOFs along the two directio
which are orthogonal to each other and are perpendicular to
plane’s normal. In addition to appropriate kinematic DOF, a fe
ture of size has a size DOF.

Table 1 shows all metric relations applied to different combin
tions of point, line, plane, and feature of size. It also shows
number and type of DOFs constrained for each metric relat
Since a feature of size can be represented by its axisymm
elements with a size dimension, a distance or angular rela
specified to a feature of size can be treated as being specified
axisymmetric element. In Table 1, a feature of size is indicated
the symbol FOS. ‘‘Point~FOS!’’ represents a spherical face
‘‘Plane ~FOS!’’ represents a slot. ‘‘Line~FOS!’’ represents a cy-
lindrical face. The kinematic DOFs of a geometric entity are a
to control the same types of DOFs of other entities. Metric re
tions can be distinguished based on types of controlled kinem
DOF. A shape DOF is defined by a shape/form relation, wh
could be one or several linear, and orientation relations. Me
relations can be classified into four groups according to the t
of DOF they control: size, location, orientation, and shape
shown in Column 1 of Table 1. A size dimension controls s
DOF and shape DOF, a location relation controls TDOF, RD
and shape DOF of an entity, an orientation relation contr
RDOF and shape DOF of an entity, a shape relation controls
shape DOF of an entity.

3.3 Classification of Variations. In order to be consisten
with the four metric relation classes discussed in Section 3.2, g
metric variations~tolerances! can be classified into the same fou
classes, i.e., size, location, orientation, and shape~form!. Later we
will demonstrate that this facilitates tolerance validation and
tomated tolerance specification. The size class controls the
DOF directly and the shape DOF of the target indirectly. T
location variation directly controls the location of a target from
reference. It also indirectly controls the orientation, the shape
the target. Thus, it controls the TDOF, and RDOF and the sh
DOF, of the target. The orientation class controls the angular
lations ~RDOF! of a target with respect to its datum directly an
also the shape of the target, indirectly. The shape variation c
trols the form/shape of a target without any datum~shape DOF!.

Instead of classifying tolerances into six classes, as in the Y1
standard, one can map these six classes into the four log
classes shown in Table 2. A Y14.5 tolerance may appear in dif
ent logical tolerance categories in Table 2 depending on wh
metric relation is applicable. Although the tolerances that w
classified into one class control metric relations of a comm
type, they still have some differences in that the elements of
target entity and the level of control are different. The charac
ization of Y14.5 classes includes the type of the target, me
relations constrained by the tolerance, and the qualified datu
This is a parametric CAD oriented characterization that is con
tent with Y14.5 and that is needed to satisfy the computability a
validity requirements. Establishing the relation between the to
ances and metric relations, tolerance model, CAD model, and c
straint model can be integrated. For example, a tolerance can
exist when the corresponding metric relation exists. Tolera
validation based on the logical tolerance class presented he
MARCH 2003, Vol. 3 Õ 55
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Table 1 Metric relations and the controlled DOFs
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more viable, since the validation rules are clearer. Yet the log
definitions can be hidden from the user, who can work entir
with Y14.5.

3.4 Relations Between Tolerance Classes.The relation
among tolerances specified on the same target is called toler
refinement. Two important aspects for building a correct GD
model are the validation of the tolerance value and the preven
of redundant tolerancing. The refinement relation derived in
work is based on the logical tolerance classification. Before
cussing tolerance refinement relations, different target elem
controlled by each tolerance in the same tolerance class are
ied in Table 3. Tolerances that are able to control 3D or 2D e
ments are labeled higher-dimensional tolerances here, while t
ances that only control 2D or 1D elements are labeled low
dimensional tolerances. In each tolerance class, hig
dimensional tolerances are defined relative to lower-dimensio
tolerances. The basic idea behind the tolerance refinement is
the tolerance zone of the tolerance that controls fewer DOF
003
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controls lower dimensional elements can float in the tolera
zone of the tolerance that controls more DOF of the target
controls higher dimensional elements. This general rule can
further interpreted into more operation rules for different types
tolerance. In the following, these operations rules will be deriv
for three generic cases.

Refinement rule 1: Between two tolerances belonging to th
same tolerance class but controlling different target element
they control the same set of metric relations, the tolerance valu
the tolerance controlling higher-dimensional elements~higher-
dimensional tolerance! should be equal or greater than the tole
ance value of the tolerance controlling lower-dimensional e
ments~lower-dimensional tolerance!.

Refinement rule 2Between two tolerances belonging to th
same tolerance class and controlling the same target elemen
the metric relations controlled by one tolerance is the sub-se
the metric relations controlled by the other tolerance, the tolera
value of the latter tolerance should be equal or greater than
tolerance value of the former.
Transactions of the ASME
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Refinement rule 3Between two tolerances belonging to diffe
ent tolerance classes, if there is a datum involved in either to
ance, the tolerance value becomes tighter in the sequence of
tion tolerance class, orientation tolerance class, and form tolera
class; if there is no datum involved in any tolerance, toleran
value of a size tolerance should be bigger than that of a fo
tolerance.

When there is a bonus tolerance, operation rule 3 needs t
modified. Consider a hole with a radius tolerance of6Dr , a lo-
cation tolerance ofDp, and a straightness tolerance ofDs applied
to its axis. For RFS condition, the values should satisfy the c
dition Dp>Ds. However, for MMC or LMC condition on posi-

Table 2 Classification of tolerance classes and the require-
ments of their tolerance specifications

Table 3 Tolerances and their controlling elements

Table 4 Symbols used in the characteristic sub-graphs
Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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tional tolerance~assume no material condition on datums!, the
tolerance values should satisfy: 4Dr 1Dp>Ds. If both straight-
ness tolerance and positional tolerance apply at MMC, the to
ance values should satisfy 4Dr 1Dp>4Dr 1Ds, which is the
same asDp>Ds. It is assumed that the value of a size toleran
fully contributes to the bonus tolerance.

3.5 Combining Entities and Their DOFs in a DRF. Vali-
dation of DRF involves determining if the combination of 1, 2,
3 datums can fully control the desired DOFs of another ent
One might also want to know what DOF of the target are co
strained and if each datum can control new DOF other than th
controlled by the previous datums. One can track controlled D
of the target by identifying the controlled kinematic DOF for ea
metric relation between the target and the datum. The targe
fully constrained by its datums if all of its DOFs are constraine
For example, to fully define a circular pattern with respect to
geometric entities outside the pattern, its axis, its radius/diame
and its rotational orientation need to be constrained. In orde
constrain the axis/line, two TDOFs and two RDOFs of the ax
line should be controlled by the datums. The rotation of the p
tern causes the changes of the location of the entities inside
pattern with respect to the entities outside the pattern. This me
that the rotation of the plane passing through the axis of any h
in the circular pattern and the axis of the circular pattern should
constrained.

4 Computer Representation of GD&T
This paper reports on part of a larger project that is develop

a comprehensive set of tools for tolerance allocation, verificat
and analysis. This paper focuses only on the global model wh
is needed to~1! interrelate all D&T controls applied to all feature
of all parts and assemblies,~2! validate conformance of toleranc
specification to Y14.5,~3! extract tolerance stacks for worst ca
and statistical analyses. The global model uses the idea of D
to provide a way to understand the relations between entit
what is controlled and how, and to track over and under c
strained conditions. This idea also aids in computing the effect
datum precedence. DOF of a target feature should be fully c
strained by the DOF of its datums. The geometric relations

Fig. 2 Characteristic sub-graphs for size and its tolerances

Fig. 3 Sub-graphs for distance dimension and its tolerances
MARCH 2003, Vol. 3 Õ 57
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Fig. 4 Sub-graph for concentricity variation
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force constraints between the constraints of a target and its da
Tolerances are the specifications of the variation range of the D
of a target feature with or without respect to a datum or a DR

The GD&T global model is a directed, attributed constra
graph, which combines features of the attribute and DOF
proaches@20#. The nodes are topological entities; the arcs
metric relations between the node entities; the attributes of
model are tolerance specifications. Entities in the model~geomet-
ric entities! are related by metric relations. A tolerance is encod
as an attribute attached to the corresponding metric relation
constrains. The direction of an arc represents datum-target
tion. Tolerances and metric relations are classified into f
classes: size, location, orientation, and form~as shown earlier in
Table 2!.

Compatibility between metric relations~arcs! and tolerances
~attributes! is enforced according to Table 2. The existence o
tolerance in the GD&T model requires the existence of the co
sponding metric relations. Metric relations can connect to the
erances belonging to the same type, or connect to the toler
belonging to the class that controls fewer DOF. For instance
form tolerance is connected to the size~radius! relation of a fea-
ture of size if the form of the face needs to be controlled or to
shape constraint of a feature of size if the form of the axisymm
ric element of a feature of size needs to be controlled. Similarl
parallelism tolerance could be connected to the location rela
as a refinement.

A set of genericcharacteristic sub-graphshas been defined to
relate tolerance classes to the corresponding metric relations
entities. To illustrate these, the symbology shown in Table 4
Y14.5 standard@1# will be used. One to three examples for ea
class of metric relations and their corresponding tolerances wil
given. Some special examples will be shown when a tolera
refinement relation is involved. Topological entities are rep
sented by nodes in the graph. In a valid manifold object, e
topological entity is associated with a geometric entity. This as
58 Õ Vol. 3, MARCH 2003
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ciation is manipulated by a solid modeler and is not represente
the following constraint graphs demonstrating the GD&T rep
sentation model.

Figure 2~a! illustrates the sub-graphs for size D&T on a cylin
drical face. A size tolerance~plus/minus tolerance! is connected to
the radius implying the variation limits of the radius. A variatio
of this is shown in Figure 2~b! where the radius is tolerance
simultaneously by the1/2 size tolerance and the form toleranc
~circularity!. Thus, the circularity tolerance is also connected
the radius as it refines the size tolerance.

Figure 3 shows the characteristic sub-graph for distance dim
sion ~D1! with applicable tolerances between two parallel fac
(Fk ,Fm). The direction of the distance dimension is saved a
unit vectorv8. Figure 3~a! shows a plus/minus tolerance, applie
to location to control the distance dimension, so it is direc
connected to the distance arc. Figure 3~b! shows the addition of a
parallelism tolerance between the same two faces. Since the
allelism tolerance refines the control of the plus/minus toleran
it is attached to the same arc. Figure 3~c! is the sub-graph for a
parallelism tolerance specified between two faces without exp
size tolerance; so the parallelism tolerance is connected to
distance relation.

Figure 4 shows two different sub-graphs for concentric~C! cy-
lindrical faces. Both faces have a radius constraint r. Whe
concentricity tolerance is used to control the concentric relation
is directly connected to it~Fig. 4~a!!. When there are two toler-
ances specified, they are both connected to the concentric rel
~Fig. 4~b!!. The circular runout tolerance refines the total runo
Figure 5~a! and ~b! show sub-graphs for parallel~P! and perpen-
dicular ~PP! relations, respectively.

A shape constraint can only be toleranced by a form toleran
On the other hand, the existence of a form tolerance requires
existence of a corresponding metric relation, which is usuall
shape constraint. In Fig. 6~a!, the planar face is controlled by
Fig. 5 Sub-graphs for orientation variations

Fig. 6 Sub-graphs for shape variations
Transactions of the ASME
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flatness tolerance. The flatness tolerance is directly connecte
the shape constraint of the face. A flatness tolerance is a 2D
trol, which can be refined by a 1D control. A straightness tol
ance is a 1D tolerance. In Fig. 6~b!, the shape constraint of th
plane is connected to a flatness and a straightness tolerance
former tolerance is refined by the latter.

Fig. 7 Sub-graph for axis location
Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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A tolerance needs to be connected to all the metric relation
controls. A hole~face FT) can be located with two distance rela
tions with two planes~say, plane FB , FC) along different direc-
tions. The hole also can be perpendicular to a planar face it sits
One can specify a positional tolerance in the location tolera
class on the hole with respect to this latter plane and FB , FC .
Since a location tolerance only controls the distance relation,
not the perpendicular relation~the perpendicular relation jus
helps to orient the tolerance zone!, the positional tolerance is con
nected to the two distance relations between the hole andB ,
between the hole and FC . The direction of each distance relatio
is saved as a part of the data of the distance relation~Fig. 7!.

To illustrate how the characteristic sub-graphs are combine
Fig. 8 GD&T global model for a simple assembly „partial …

Fig. 9 Architecture of the Integrated GD&T System
MARCH 2003, Vol. 3 Õ 59
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Fig. 10 Auto-tolerancing applied to part ‘‘Body’’
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get the global model, consider an assembly consisting of two p
(base1cap) as given in Fig. 8. The face labels are shown only
the graph and not the geometry to simplify the illustration. For
base, the face labels are: left face FL , right face FR , bottom face
FBT , inclined planar face FI , top face FTP, back face FB ; front
face FF ; FI–E is an edge on the inclined face FI ; FCT is the top

face of the inclined boss; FI–X is the hole face of the inclined boss

FO–X is the outside face of the inclined boss; FCB is the bottom

face of the hole. For the cap, FI–X8 is the smaller and FO–X8 is the

larger cylindrical face; FM8 is the planar face on the cap that mat
with FCT of the base; FT8 is the larger planar face of the cap; FB8 is
the bottom face of the cap.

It can be seen from the graph, that the same type of me
relation can appear between the same pair of geometric en
only once. In most cases, each metric relation is connected to
one tolerance. If there are more on the same metric relation~e.g.,
the perpendicular relation between face FI and face FF in Fig. 8!,
tolerance refinement relation should be satisfied between t
tolerance specifications~the angularity tolerance and the perpe
dicularity tolerance in this case!. One tolerance may constrain on
or more metric relations. For example, the perpendicularity to
ance specified on the inclined face (FI) controls only the perpen
dicular relation with respect to datum B~the front face FF); how-
ever, the angularity tolerance specified to the same faceI)
controls two metric relations~perpendicular relation with respec
to datum B or face FF and the angle relation with respect to datu
A or FBT). The metric relations are consistent in this model w
respect to the relations within the same part and between diffe
parts.

The process of constructing a global GD&T model for a part
an assembly involves two steps:~1! identify the metric relations of
the dimension scheme,~2! connect the tolerance to the corr
sponding metric relations it controls. Since the prerequisite of
tolerance analysis is an assembly including geometrically and
pologically valid parts, no geometry and topology change is c
ducted during GD&T model construction, but the relative po
tions of the parts can be changed. For the metric relations on
same part, only those consistent with the part shape can be a
to the GD&T model. Compatibility among the geometric entitie
metric relations, and tolerances can be maintained accordin
the relations listed in Tables 1 and 2. Each tolerance specifica
is attached as an attribute of the metric relations the tolera
controls. Inside each tolerance specification, the related toler
data is saved in the global model.
60 Õ Vol. 3, MARCH 2003
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5 Implementation

5.1 Integrated System Architecture. An integrated GD&T
specification and analysis system based on the proposed G
global model has been implemented in C11 with a modular ar-
chitecture, as shown in Fig. 9. Some of the modules are: P
Definition ~Parametric CAD!, Assembly Definition, Dimension-
ing, Default Tolerancing, and Tolerance Specification. When
user identifies the dimension of interest, the Tolerance Chain
traction Module can find the corresponding tolerance chain
analysis. Tolerance Analysis modules will not be discussed he

The Part Definition Module, based on ACIS,3 is used for the
creation of the parameterized solid models of parts. The Assem
Module supports the building of the assembly structure. Wh
positioning a part, the mating conditions are solved throug
commercial constraint solver~DCM4!. The Dimensioning Module
is used for specifying a dimensioning scheme or mating con
tions, i.e. to specify metric relations among geometric entities
the same part or on different parts. Auto-dimensioning can ge
ate default dimensions based on the functionality of the part.
default dimensions can be over-ridden. The values of dimens
~metric relations! are automatically extracted from the sol
model. If the metric relation selected by the user is not consis
with the geometry of the model itself, it cannot be added to
part. The user is required to give the value of the metric relat
when it is a mating condition, which is applied to the geomet
entities on the different parts. At any stage during dimensioni
scheme validation can be conducted for each entity and me
relation on a part, if fully constrained, under or over constrain
and to check if a metric relation can be solved or if it is redunda
The output of the Dimensioning Module is a partial GD&T mod
that contains the dimension scheme and mating conditions.
Auto-Tolerancing Module provides the user default tolerances
all the existing metric relations of a part. The Tolerance Spec
cation Module allows the designer to interactively specify a
concurrently validate tolerances. Modules relevant to this pa
are discussed below.

5.2 Auto-Tolerancing. Tolerances on mating features a
dependent on part function and design intent; much of this kno
edge is experiential and domain specific. This raises the ques
is it even feasible to create an intelligent auto-tolerancing t
across all mechanical functions? Whereas this goal is not re
able today without a repository or model relating functions, g

3ACIS is a registered trademark of Spatial Technologies Corporation
4DCM 2D, DCM 3D are trademarks of D-Cubed Ltd
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Fig. 11 Example of tolerance validation
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ometry and performance level, it is possible to generate plaus
tolerance schemes based on feature types, metric relations a
mating constraints, on the basis of Table 2. Auto-tolerancing is
just an effort saver, but it shows the designerwhat needs to be
controlled andhow to control it. In the Tolerance Spec modul
one can explore and validate alternative ways of achieving
same result.

In CAD, a metric relation is bi-directional—no distinction be
tween target and datum. But most geometric tolerances ha
control direction. Before auto-tolerancing, it is necessary to ‘‘
rectionalize’’ a metric relation for distance or angular dimens
between 2 entities, to determine the default datum. The follow
datum selection rules have been formulated.

1. if one face is non-planar and the other planar, the planar
is chosen as the datum;

2. the geometric entity that has more metric relations should
chosen as the datum;

3. the entity that has a bigger area should be chosen as
datum.

These rules are based on good practice rules that consider m
facturing and inspection feasibility.

Auto-tolerancing proceeds as follows. Shape constraints ge
ate a form tolerance of the corresponding type~Table 2!: flatness
for planar faces, cylindricity for cylindrical faces, and profile to
erance on other types of faces. A size dimension is used to
erate a plus/minus tolerance by default. A location dimension~dis-
tance, coincident or concentric relation! generates a location
tolerance associated with the metric relation~Table 2!. For con-
centric relation, a concentricity tolerance will be associated w
it. For other types of location, if the target entity is a feature
size, its default tolerance is a positional tolerance; otherwis
plus/minus tolerance is specified to the dimension. An ang
dimension will generate an associated orientation tolerance~Row
9–15, Table 2!; parallelism, perpendicularity, angularity for th
corresponding type of orientational metric relation. For locat
and orientation tolerances the datum is selected based on d
rules given above.

Figure 10 shows an example assembly taken from the AS
standard@1#. On the right side, it shows the default toleranc
generated by Auto-Tolerancing for the main body. There is a
tance relation of 30 between the center hole FACE8 and the
planar face FACE18. Since FACE18 is a planar face, it is cho
as the datum for the tolerance applied on the distance betw
Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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FACE18 and FACE8. FACE8 is a feature of size, so a positio
tolerance is specified as the default tolerance to control the
tance relation between FACE8 and FACE18. The shape
FACE18 is controlled by a flatness tolerance. The shape
FACE8 is constrained by a cylindricity tolerance. The radius
FACE18 is specified with a plus/minus tolerance.

5.3 Tolerance Validation. Validation of tolerance specifica
tions consists of two parts: individual tolerances and tolera
specifications on the same target with respect to different datu
Individual tolerance checks include:

1. Feature type validation: The tolerance should be applica
to the target entity type~Column 4, Table 2!.

2. Tolerance class validation: The tolerance class should
consistent with the type of metric relations that it controls~Col-
umn 5, Table 2!.

3. Datum validation 1: Each datum should have the requi
entity type~Column 6, Table 2!.

4. Datum validation 2: Each datum must be related to the ta
with metric relations corresponding to the geometric toleran
class.~Column 5, Table 2!

5. Datum validation 3: Each datum in a DRF is valid if
contributes a new DOF that cannot be controlled by others in
DRF.

6. Tolerance value validation 1: A tolerance value should
appropriate for the tolerance type. A tolerance value of zero
permitted for a feature of size under MMC or LMC conditio
when a positional tolerance, an angularity tolerance, a paralle
tolerance, or a perpendicularity tolerance is applied.

7. Tolerance value validation 2: When validating the toleran
specified on the same target entity, the tolerance refinement
tion ~Refinement rule 1 to 3! discussed in Section 3.4 can b
applied. One also has to check that the dimensions controlled
the geometric tolerances in the location and orientation tolera
classes are basic dimensions. This means that no tolerance re
ment relation can be applied to1/2 tolerances within the location
and the orientation tolerance classes.

8. Tolerance zone validation: The tolerance zone depends
the tolerance and the target entity type. If the target is a cylindr
face, when the axis is the element to be controlled, the zone
be cylindrical for a straightness tolerance, an angularity toleran
a perpendicularity tolerance, a parallelism tolerance, a positio
tolerance, or a concentricity tolerance.
MARCH 2003, Vol. 3 Õ 61
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Fig. 12 GD&T Advisor
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9. Material modifier validation: A material modifier can on
be specified to a feature of size for straightness, position, ang
ity, parallelism, or a perpendicularity tolerance.

Validation of individual tolerance frames is necessary but not s
ficient for GD&T validation. The Dimension Scheme and the T
erancing Scheme must also be validated. The validation of a
mension scheme should precede the validation of a tolera
scheme. Dimensioning is complete when all of DOFs of all g
metric entities are fully constrained with respect to each ot
through valid metric relations. For Tolerance scheme validat
each metric relation on the part should be controlled by the to
ance in the class corresponding to the metric relation. For
ample, a distance relation is fully toleranced only after it has b
constrained by a tolerance in the location tolerance class;
distance relation is only controlled by a parallelism tolerance, i
not fully toleranced. Since in the GD&T model presented here
tolerance specification is directly connected to a metric relatio
tolerance specification cannot be added into the model if ther
no relevant metric relation.

Implementation of Dimension Scheme validation is based
the use of a commercial geometric constraint solver, DCM-3
which supports points, curves and surfaces in three dimension
distance, radius and angle dimensions between these entities
includes logical constraints such as parallel, perpendicular,
gent and coincident. DCM-3D® manages a collection of geom
ric entities that are constrained to be rigid with respect to e
other by sets, within which all geometric entities are independ
of any constraints between them. Because commercial solver
designed for parametric CAD and positioning rigid parts in
sembly modeling, not for the GD&T, several enhancements
required. Topological information~interrelations among vertices
62 Õ Vol. 3, MARCH 2003
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edges, and faces! is not retained by geometric solvers. This info
mation needs to be added through coincident constraints. Sinc
are only interested in relative ‘‘motion,’’ rigid body motions nee
to be removed by fixing some entities. A 3D model has 6 DOF d
to rigid body motion; the basic combination of entities that ha
DOF in a body is a plane plus a straight line lying on it and
vertex lying on the line.

The integrated GD&T system can verify if a part is fully con
strained or not. Also, when the user deletes an existing dimen
or tolerance, the system checks if the deletion causes any in
dation of tolerance refinement relation. The part shown in Fig.
has a positional tolerance specified on the center hole~FACE8!
with respect to the top face~FACE13! and the side face
~FACE18!, a size tolerance specified on the radius of the cen
hole~FACE8!, and a straightness tolerance specified on the axi
the center hole~FACE8!. If the user wants to delete the size to
erance on the center hole~FACE 8!, it is not allowed by the
system, since the size tolerance acts as a bonus tolerance i
tolerance refinement relation~Section 3.4!. The system suggest
that in order to remove the plus/minus tolerance on the part,
user needs to remove either the positional tolerance or
straightness tolerance first. The user can also choose to modif
tolerance value to make plus/minus tolerance deletable.

5.4 Support for Tolerance Analysis. The GD&T global
representation model developed in this work supports 3D to
ance analysis. The input required is a tolerance chain and
geometric information of the geometric entities involved. A tole
ance chain consists of a list of tolerance specifications. Each
erance specification includes the target, tolerance type, toler
class, tolerance value, DRF, material modifiers. The geome
information of geometric entities involved in the tolerance cha
Transactions of the ASME
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can be retrieved from the solid model since the GD&T glob
model is closely related to the solid model. The first step of
tolerance analysis is the extraction of tolerance chain for a pa
entities between which the geometric or dimensional variatio
to be analyzed. Tolerance chains can be directly retrieved from
GD&T graph. The distance relations are directed relations in
GD&T model, and the controlling tolerances are directly asso
ated with the metric relations. This helps identify the dimens
chain for tolerance analysis. After the dimension chain is detec
recognizing the tolerance chain is easy since all the correspon
tolerances are directly saved as a part of the dimension data.
analysis procedures are outside the scope of this paper.

5.5 GD&T Advisor. Guaranteeing the correctness of t
GD&T scheme is not enough. A good GD&T scheme should
able to assure the manufacturability and inspectability. Towa
this goal, the integrated GD&T system includes a Toleran
Scheme Advisor to help the designer balance the tradeoffs
tween the cost and functionality. Good practice rules accumula
from previous works are reported in@25#. The rules collected are
classified into two categories, validation rules and recommen
tion rules. Validation rules are enforced through the GD&T rep
sentation model, discussed in Section 5.3. Recommendation
are used for the designer to achieve a better tolerance schem

When there is a rule violation detected, the system provide
alternative that is consistent with the good practice rules. In F
12~a!, the top face~FACE13! has a profile tolerance with respe
to the small horizontal face~FACE14!. When the GD&T scheme
advisor checks the tolerance against good practice rules, the
sor finds that the datum is much smaller than the target, it prov
an alternative solution of swapping the target and the datum. If
user accepts this option, the advisor then finds that there is
form tolerance controlled on the new datum~FACE13!, the sys-
tem asks the user if a form control can be added. If the u
agrees, a flatness tolerance is added on FACE13. Finally, in
12, the target of the profile tolerance is the small face~FACE14!.
The datum of the profile tolerance now is the bigger face~the top
face, FACE13!, which has a form tolerance on it.

6 Closure
The GD&T global model presented achieves the four basic

quirements for a computer model for GD&T representation p
posed in Section 1-completeness and richness, compatibility, c
putability, and validity, but the goal of self-validating structures
not fully achieved. The proposed GD&T global model satisfies
completeness criterion, since all of the data of GD&T of a part
an assembly is fully stored and all Y14.5 classes can be re
sented. To meet the compatibility requirements, a toleranc
treated as an attribute of a metric relation in the global model.
tolerance data is saved as a part of the data of its correspon
metric relation. The allowed geometric variation~tolerance! is de-
fined as a tolerance zone. Computability is satisfied for suppor
GD&T reasoning based on a GD&T global model. This requi
the close relation between the GD&T representation model
the solid model and the ability to manipulate the data to ans
questions of interest. Tolerance chains containing all the to
ances in the stack can be extracted for use by computer a
analysis packages. The direction of each dimensional relatio
stored in the global model for the ease of extracting the dimen
chain. A direct relation between the tolerance and the metric r
tions the tolerance controls helps to obtain the tolerance chain
dimension chain is given. To accomplish the validity requireme
the relations among the elements in GD&T have been fully b
into the structure of the GD&T model. The existence of a cor
sponding metric relation is the pre-requisite for the existence
tolerance. When a dimension gets deleted, the corresponding
erance gets deleted, too. A tolerance of a certain class is
allowed to connect to certain types of metric relations. This he
Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering
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avoid conflicting tolerances. Some tolerances might control dif
ent elements on the target, although specified to the same ta
In the GD&T model, tolerance attributes are connected to
corresponding metric relation in order to differentiate the tol
ance control specified on the different geometric elements.
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